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Correspondent

The Cuba situation will be discussed by bay area radio-television news analyst William Winter in Morris Dailey auditorium
Monday at 11:30 a.m.
Mr. Winter, whose talk will be
sponsored by the history department and the Department of
Jouinalism and Advertising, has
traveled around the world several times as a foreign correspondent during his 25 years as a news
analyst.
He has visited every country in
Asiaexcept Siberiaon a number of trans -Pacific trips and has
toured Europe. the Middle East
and parts of Latin America.
t’NIQUE EXPERIENCE
Mr. Winter had the unique exview of interviewing both
President Nasser of the United
Arab Republic and Israeli Prime
Minister David Ben-Gurion on
Middle East tensions.
During World War II, the news
analyst was a roving correspondent in the Far East for an overseas news agency, which provided backgtound stories to more
than 250 U.S. newspapers. He was

also a correspondent at the United
Nations Charter conference in Ban
Francisco in 1945.
GOVERNati:NT GUEST
The lecturer has been a guest
of the Australian government, delivering ,peeches in all the major

cities and towns of that country
to improve American-Australian
friendship. For his effort, he received commendation from both
the Australian and U.S. governments.
In the past six years Mr. Winter has toured West Germany as
a guest of the Bonn government
and has visited Yugoslavia twice.
He may be heard daily in an
analysis of the news on ABC
radio. He is also seen several
times a week on KGO-TV, including his Sunday evening program
"Mapping the News."

400 Pep Leaders
From High Schools
Arrive Tomorrow

*- met- Homecoming Queen
Rao and William B.
:.;e0n, SJS graduate, have been
..,i,si to receive the Coro Foun.
.
.,
bit f
Internship
award, the foundation recent,nnounced.
-.,,, sjs ttiwts along with i’

f

lES

ger

-.. recipients will begin their
’,Anonth internship this Sep,er in San Francisco.
t
program.
He purpose ofhe
H. which interns observe and
Hipate in government activibusiness operations, labor a!political campaigns. and leg:.!,e functions, is to give people
,sted in public service funda’At training and insight into
affairs.
017STANDING WOMEN
Han, a native of Bombay,
was the only woman to
-sent her country in the 1954;
.:tie games in Australia. SI.,
.elected.electedas one of India’s
,suing women by Trend mag- in 1959.
addition to reigning as 1.14-,.
llemeeoming Queen, Miss Rao
%ice president of Theta Sigma
lonorary journalism sorority,
’vas chosen outstanding Mein Alpha Phi sorority.
c 21 -year -old coed was gradufrom SJS in January with a
’:rnaii,m
Prior to at -

Ye Old En ginv
Red No More;
Grey Overnight
old fire engine just ain’t
used to be not after held:1,411ml with almost a full
’ Krvy paint.
;IS the sad discovery of
tqtd Alpha fraternity memfound their shiny red
w splattered with paint
..-k
’lay morning.
fli h,
members had re1 the engine to its original
,rn a year awl after it was
t destroyed by fire set by
r

he

AP114.

fire engine is kept in an
aan shed in the rear of the fra’ house at 343 E. Reed at,
len Barker, fraternity mem:"10 police that repainting
eost approximately $200.
Snick was used to transmembers from the house to
Irom SJS.

Judiciary
To Review
Illegal Voting

’Operation Abolition

ASB Attorney - General Dan
Plumley yesterday said that three
students will definitely be brought
before the Judiciary in connection
with voting irregularities in the
past election.
Plumley stated that "one girl
was caught voting with the wrong
ASB card," and "two members of
Theta Chi fraternity will be questioned about one ballot box in particular," which contained five ballots stuck together, all with identical markings.
Plumley continued, however,
that the five ballots in question,
all marked for the Paper Ballot
slate, in no way altered the total
vote ratio. "It was still two-to-one
for all the candidates on the remainder of the ballots," he commented.
Elections board chairman Bob
Sharp told the Spartan Daily that
Plumley had contacted him "for
some information." but declined
any further comment.
Dr. LosVell M. Walter, taco].
adviser to the elections board, sit
he "couldn’t answer any questions
because of a lack of knowledge"
about the situation.
On the day of the election, ASP
Pres. Pat McClenahan personally
apprehended a girl voting with
another ASB card. Wednesday he
met with the student Attorney.
General in a closed conference on
the voting infractions.
Plumley declined to release the
names of the students involved
yesterday, but assured the Spartan Daily that there would be "an
aspen hearing" when the ease is
aired.
MeClenahan could not be
reacted f comment,
.

Fulton Lewis III, voice of ’’Operation Abolition," the controversial film of the San Francisco
anti-HCUA demonstrations, told
an SJS audience last night that
the Communist leaders in America "have made a significant
change of emphasis toward the
manipulation of youth to achieve
their goals."
Lewis, son of the commentator
Fulton Lewis Jr., said that the
present
the rynly in Amer-

..)
iii high s.
thin-1
students will arrive on campus tomorrow morning at 8:30 for the
WILLIAM WINTER
annual high school rally conven... news analyst speaks tion, Bill Jacobsen, rally committee vice-chairman, announced.
Jacobsen, also head of the rally
convention, stated that each year
high schools within a 50-mile radius send up to 15 representatives
to the convention.
Tomorrow’s activities will include three discussion sessions on
tending SJS Miss Rao was a stu- rally committee activities, song
dent at St. Xavier college of Born- girl and yell leader workshops, a
j bay university.
’
by Moshfashion show sponsored
er’s, and competition to determine
OUTSTAN’IMING MALE
resident the high school with the hest group
. Sturgeon, a 23-year-old
, of Palo Alto, served on the &IS . of song girls and yell leaders.
The fashion show will display
Student Council for two years during which time he was freshman various types of song girl and yell
President, sophomore represents -header outfits, along with othtive and male representative-at- campus attire.
Jacobsen said that a trophy us
large.
He was elected president of Blue be awarded to the most outstandKey, national honorary fraternity, ing high school. Judging will be ,.!’
in both 1958 and 1959 and was ac- a basis of rally committee act
tive in the campus Air Force summaries submitted by each h
school, spirit, convention par:
ROTC program.
In 1959 Sturgeon was selected pation and song girl and yell Ii ’
the Outstanding Male of his grad- er participation. He added ti,
CORVALLIS, Ore. , UPI,
Stu.
uating class. He is a business ad- last year’s first place trophy . as
dents, variously estimated at 300
won to .:t M ,rv’s lii..rh c,hool,
ministration major.
state
to 1500, rioted at Oregon
university here Wednesday night.
damaging two buildings.
Seven arrests were made after
city and state police came to the
aid of campus officers.
Six of the youths were arrested
off campus as a result of water
ATnhoetsh. eiposwtedas boa inrdestoedf So2n5
each,fight.

SJS Grads To Receive
Public Affairs Award

I r’

Music Festival
In Fourth Year

NO. 124

7 OSU Students
A pprehended
Aft er Water Fiasco

Narrator

’Reds Work To Control Youth’
Says HCUA Researcher Lewis

Friday Flicks
"somebody Up There Likes
Me" will be shown fri the sewfor class tonight in TH.55 at
’1:30, according to Rod Dirldon,
senior class president. The Friday Flick features Paul Newman and Pier Angell.

Last Day Today
ToObtain Tickets
For Jr Sr ? Dance
"5.1ilY IS I Ile lust
liv I,, purchase bids for "Hawaiian Nocturne," the junior-senior ball to be
held tomorrow night at the Hawaiian Gardens from 9 p.m. ID
’
1 am.
Bids for the semi -formal ball
may be purchased in front of the
’Spartan bookstore, cafeteria or in
TB16, according to Kathy Kennedy, junior class publicity chair-

maSnt’udents who ordered leis for
the ball may pay for them in
TII16. Miss Kennedy said.

ice, "was trained in how to attract, direct and manipulate youth
to be a potent force for the party"
at Moscow’s Lenin school of Political Warfare.
CITY HALL RIOTS
The HCUA research analyst described the circumstances leading
to the now famous city hall riots
to a highly sympathetic audience
of 150 preceding the showing of a
28-minute version of "Operation
Abolition."
Lewis
staiPri
the Communist

in 1957
committee
’’
.’d success of their efarondrtaybthlasitstahlt.thttehe
forts was demonstrated at the
San Franctieo hearings.
He told how a University of
California student subpoenaed to
appear at the hearings "contacted
. the party leaders and was given
directives in the methixis of arousing the sympathy of students.’
’COMMUNIST DIRECTED’
The rioting that occurred in,
skip the city hall was Communist
inspired." Lewis said, adding, "To
he perfectly fair there were other
groups --- non-Communist there
that protested the hearings conseient iously.
"Everyone in this country has
the right to protest and to demonstrate .. . but everyone who does
Heed miigazine is still
in the Student Affairs business of- ’ also has the responsibility to edit fire. TH16, after a one-day sale elite himself to the facts," he said.
! "I urn sure most of the demonat stands around campus.
The 44-page fiction magazine strators were as American as anycosts 35 cents.
one in this room," Lewis continA display of old copies of Reed’s ued. "but their actions were a repredecessorsQuill magazine anti sult of a lack of study and naivety
El Portal magazine--has been set of the situation."
up in one of the showcases in the
’NOT PERFECT’
south corridor of the main li"I urn sure the 11(TA is not
brary building, according to Mar- !.perfect --but I’ve yet to see one
garet Novotny, Reed publicity ’constructive change suggested by
chairman.
the groups opposing it." he said.
Reed magazine was begun in
In a question period. Lewis told
1948 by the Pegasus writers club an inquiring student the commitand is published under their edi- tee has made 69 legislative recomtonal supervision by the English mendations now pending before
department.
the House of Representatives.
LINE IN ERROR,
Lewis said that the recent acquittal of student demonstrator
Toda;, is the deadline for art Robert Meisenbach "did not hurt
itorks for the annual Art depart- the committee or the film at allment sponsored student art Ps - . hut conceded that evidence at the
Entries ma3 be submitted ’trial "showed that one line of the
to A133 between 9:30 and noon, film was in error and I think that
and beturen 2 and 4 p.m.
line should be removed.
"The evidence did not at all discredit the purpose of the film
Iii show the operation of Commnkt infiltration and :it,-tation." he

Reed on Sale
Now in TH16

Exhibit Deadline

world wire
.....-

1-.10s REBEL’- BLAST I!.s.
GENEVA (UPI- -Sacretary of State Dean Rusk left the 14 nation conference on Laos yesterday a few minutes before the proCommunist Pathet Lao delegate rose to attack the United States for
"interfering internally" in. Laos,

Original Play
By Graduate
Starts Run

But a U.S. delegation spokesman said Rusk’s departure was a
coincidence and that he had an appointment with Cambodian Prince
Norodom Sihanouk at that time. Rusk returned to the conference
room after the Pathet Lao speaker had finished.
I "Tom, aTow ’s
Working Day."
Rusk left after he sat through an hour-long speech and most if as "riginal three
-act play hy grad an equally long translation period in which neutralist India lined up oats student Jim
Slate’ opens towith the West in rejecting Soviet demands for veto power over opnight at 815 in Studio Theater
campus and charged with disor- erations to police the peace in Laos.
’ Admission is free.
t jib annual Contempo-, tering. Elliott Schartz, Irvin Rills- delay conduct.
Indian Defense Minister V. K. Krishna Menon told the delegates
The play. whieh runs about two
J. Shaf- . The riots started as a water balrary Music festival begins at 9:30.1etten, Stanley Summers.
to the 14 -nation parley that -we must have no veto arrangement." hours, is a social tragedy dealing
Smith.
loon fight along fraternity row,
this moining with an address by : fer Smith and Richard
with the disintegration of a lower
Henry Mel- according to Dean of Men Dr. Dan
PROTEST STRIKE HITS FRANCE
George McKay. professor of music l Others include Dr.
Imiddle class Colorado family. The
Dr. Fred.: Poling. He said about 300 students
PARIS a UPD- -A nation-wide strike by nearly 500.000 French ’ action, spanning 1944-511. takes
at the University of Washington., nick. Donald Thompson.
Kabalin, Peter were involved. Some witnesses and workers protesting against
President Charles de Gaulle’s economic place in a rented house in Denver.
The address will be "more or , crick Kopp, Fedor
Berta van students said the number was austerity
program left the nation’s railroads and Paris’ transportaless philosophic," according to Dr. ’ Sacco, Dr. Roger Nixon.
Al Blair portrays the father. a
1300.
MidHugh
Bernet,
tion services virtually paralyzed yesterday.
Robert Rare, associate professor Boer, Robert
’ traveling salesman with a yen for
Jerome Rosin
TO GIRLS’ DORMS
.! music and director of the tins, Joseph Enos,
Electricity and gas works employes started a four-hour stoppage ! alcohol. Lona Wright plays his
and Dr. George F. McKay.
The students fought their way of their own
yesterday morning after railwaymen and subway and sick wife. and Herbert Stewart.
Students anti faculty will be ad- into a girls’ dormitory, causing
SUS
four
address
bus workers walked off their jobs several hours earlier.
their son.
After McKay’s
mitted free to the musical events some damage to books and perworks
peifortn
will
SUPPORTING CAST
musical groups
belongings.
sonal
JFK-DIEFENBAKER
manuscripts
WARN
CUBA
! 01 hers in the cast are Ed Bell, m unpublished
about
lasted
distutbances
The
OTTAWA
(UPII
-Canada’s
counPrime
Minister
the
John
over
Diefenbaker
ings, Drusilla Green. Mari -Lynn
-..ibmitted from all
an hour.
joined with President Kennedy yesterday in a warning that any West- Henry, and loan Hammond.
try. According to Dr. Hare, 150
disturbance ern Hemisphere alignment with foreign communism- obviously
the
said
student
One
for
referAuthor Slater. 28. said he wrote
anuseripts were submitted
started when Corvallis police cars ring to Cubathreatens "peaceful and democratic evolution" in the play. his fifth, last spring in
esentation at the festival.
up" to halt the Latin America.
roaring
"came
three days. He has also written
I sit ttI IsHED WORKS
water fights. One policeman was
30
short stories and one unpubof the festival is
Diefenbaker,
whose
government
maintains
diplomatic
and
trade
accidentally struck with a wateroprelations with Cuba, agreed with Kennedy "that the alignment of lished novel.
41 111’1,. Irk’ ,oinposers with an
balloon, the student said.
filled
unpuba regime in the Western Hemisphere with Communist leadership Tonight marks the play’s first
portunity to have their
FIRED A SHOT
I public perfot mance. "It will be an
abroad was a matter for serious concern."
lished manuscript WOlks perThe student, unidentified, said alleraellImaro .
experience for me." Slater com111111111111.11.111111
formed and to promote composi"and
revolver
his
pulled
officer
the
FOUR
RUSS
GENERALS
DIE
secmented. "to be able to see the
tion for school groups on the
fired a shot into the air. That’s
MOSCOW (LTD -The Soviet Defense Ministry announced yes- characters come alive on stage and
ondary and collegiate levels." Dr.
what really started the riot."
terday the deaths of four Soviet generals and a colonel in an "aircraft spot the strong and weak points
Hare said.
Police Sgt, Charles Downing accident" while "carrying out their duties."
product ion -wise."
reengwas
which
it,
testis
The
said four cars were sent to the
Ben Shelton. also 28 and a grad.
The dead included Army Gen. V. U. Kelpakehi, a World War II
nwed as an important cultural
said he doubted that
He
campus.
uate student, is directing the all President’s
recent
army
commander
the
and
hero
of
the
More
by
Soviet
Union.
recently,
he
event
an officer fired a shot..
student production in partial fulCommitter on Music and has been
After the police arrived, the had been an official at the Defense Ministry.
fillment for his roaster’s degree
advertised in Ameriean embassies
The brief announcement as circulated ti the official Soviet Tass in speech and drama. lie also dethrong toppled two guard houses
Dr.
of
one
scheduled
has
abroad,
at the campus entrance and kicked news agency did not give details of the accident.
signed the sets and lighting.
McKay’s works, "Arctic Legend"
out the glass windows.
’COMMENTS WELCOME’
the
of
one
as
NEHRU GREETS JOHNSON
ensemble.
for brass
ROBERT HARE
"At the conclusion of the play."
NEW DELHI tUPI ; Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson arrived
major works to be performed.
. directs festival
and
here yesterday for a three-day visit and immediately began confer- Shelton added. "the author
COMPOSES FORUM
ALL FOR CHARITY
include performances
my.
will
have
which
will
who
m
omiaers
ences
with
Indian
Jawaharlal
Minister
Prime
Nehru,
who
ignored
The c
ILFORD, England (UPD- The
to get its reaction first-hand."
day- by the Symphonic Band at 10:30
protocol and personally greeted the American at the airport.
their works performed in the
chamber ensembles at organizer of a charity sale. Mrs.
The pi(xluction is under the suthe
in
am.,
participate
will
long program
Nehru joined Indian Vice President Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan at ’ nervation of -Dr. Jerk Neeson, asp.m., the symphony orchestra Phyllis Proctor, took off her tweed
1:45
a.m.
11:30
at
forum
a composer
will at 3:30 p.m. and the chorus at 4:30 jacket briefly to cool off. When the airport to welcome Johnson and his wife, Lady Bird, as they sistant professor of drama. The
The composers participating
p.m. All the musical performances she went back to gel IL she found stepped off their special jet plane into New Delhi’s 103 -degree heat play ends torsormw night at 8:15
BerkoLeonard
Pitik,
he Dr. Paul
after a flight from Thailand.
it had been sold.
I in Studio Theater.
be held in Concert hall.
Ketwill
Eunree
Taylor,
witz, Rowan
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Health Center Will
End Clinic In Week

The Student Health centet
conclude its immunization ciao,
next Friday, Mrs. Helen Smith.
supervisor, said yesterday.
Shots for polio, influenza, smallpox, tetanus. diphtheria - tetanus
and typhoid mill be given today in
HB130 Iman I until 4 p.m.

Shell 4)
2-0462

AsHINGTON (UPI) - The
State department said yesterday
American tmops will not become
involved in South Korea where a
military junta seized power over
the government.
, The statement was made after
acting Secretary of State Chester
Bowies took a hopeful view of the
lug a

104

eicardo,o

ENTERTAINMENT
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
FEATURING:
"The Highwaymen" of SJS
*formally San Remo’s

218 Willow

Camp ..1t.,
(Author of’! Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loma of Dobie
etc.)

OLD GRADS NEVER DIE
In just a matter of weeks many of you will be graduating-

1
a.
a
sit

a

.e-

especially seniors.
You are of course eager to go out in the great world where
opportunities are limitless and deans nonexistent. At the same
time your hearts are heavy at the thought of losing touch with
so many classmates you have come to know and love.
It is my pleasant task today to assure you that graduation
need not mean losing touch with classmates; all you have to do
is join the Alumni Association and every year you will receive
a bright, newsy, chatty bulletin, chock full of information about
all your old buddies.

Oh, what a red-letter day it is at my house, the day the
Alumni Bulletin arrives! I cancel all my engagements, take the
phone off the hook, dismiss my chiropractor, put the ocelot
outside, and settle down for an evening of pure pleasure with
the Bulletin and (need I add?) a good supply of Marlboro
Cigarettes.
Whenevbr I am having fun, a Marlboro makes the fun even
more fun. That filter, that flavor, that pack or box never fails
to heighten my pleasure whether I am watching the television
or playing buck euchre or knitting an afghan or reading Mud
or enjoying any other fun-filled pursuit you might name -except, of course, spearfiahing. But then, how much spearfishing
does one do in Clovis, New Mexico, where I live?
But I digress. Let us return to my Alumni Bulletin and let
me quote for you the interesting tidings about all my old friends
and classmates:
Well, fellow alums, it certainly has been a wing-dinger of a
year for all us old grads! Remember Mildred Cheddar and
Harry Camembert, those crazy kids who always held hands in
Econ H? Well, they’re married now and living in Clovis, New
Mexico, where Harry rents spearfishing equipment and Mildred
has just given birth to a lovely 28-pound daughter, her second
in four months. Nice going, Mildred and Harry!
Remember Jethro Brie, the man we voted most likely to sue.
teed? Well, old Jethro is still gathering laurels! Last week he
was voted "Motorman of the Year" by his fellow workers in
the Duluth streetcar system. "I owe it all to my brakeman,’?
said Jethro in a characteristically modest acceptance speech.
Same old Jethro!
Probably the most glamorous time of all us alums was had by
Francis Macomber last year. He went on a big game hunting
safari all the way to Africa! We received many interesting post
cards from Francis until he was, alas, accidently shot and killed
by his wife and white hunter. Tough luck, Francis!
Wilma "Deadeye" Macomber, widow of the late beloved
Francis Macomber, was married yesterday to Fred "Sureshot"
Quimby, white hunter, in a simple double-ring ceremony in
Nairobi. Good luck, Wilma and Fred!
Well, alums, that just about wraps it up for this year. Keep
’em flyingl
OM Otos Mum**
*

*

Old grads. new grads, undergrad., all agree. The heat net*
the 1...20-44**
nunfilter cigarette in *tang a lung year
Newly Morris Commander. Welcome aboard(
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GLANA’S
SALON OF BEAUTY

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
on all beauty services
WED.
TUES.
MON.
Continued Special Rates
on shampoos and sets
all five days
CYpress 7-6979

167 E. Williams St.
Corner of

4th &

Will’ams

Summer
Match

EDITOR --I must take exception to the letter written by Mr
Sayid.Hatint in the May 17
Spartan Daily. Dr. Leo Koch
advocated pre-marital relations
for those who are sufficiently
mature to have such a relationship without violating their own
code of ethics and morality.
He advocated this type of relationship in lieu of hours of
frustrating petting that is so
common among young People.
This is not an invitation to
promiscuity or indiscriminancy.
Obviously Mr. Saykl-Hatim is
not secure enough in his own
code of ethics or mature enough
to see the advisability of Dr.
Koch’s view or to be tolerant
ot ideas that differ from his own.
People mature enough to have
a relationship such as Dr. Koch
describes would certainly be mature enough to maintain their
academic pursuits and take the
necessary precautions to prevent
the tremendous rise in birthrate
that Mr. Sayid-Hatim predicts.
Again, this is NOT an invitation to promiscuity or indiscriminancy. Certainly Dr. Koch did
not mean to imply that he favored a breakdown of the family
unit.
His point was that by encouraging freedom to express biological drives in a healthy manner, better sexual adjustment in
marriage would result. The
frustrations and deviations and
perversions that result from the
mores that society inflicts upon
us certainly are not healthy and
lead to serious problems, in
many instances, in adjustment
to marriage.
I object strenuously, also, to
Mr. Sayid-Hatim’s insinuation
that Dr. Koch and his ideas are
fostering and furthering subversive movements. This is stupid and reactionary thinking.
Lea martin
A 8857

’Need Constructive’
Policy Toward Latins
EDITOR I agree with Mr.
Ooka that it would take a volume to present the Cuban situation fairly. However, does Mr.
Ooka think that because only a
volume would do Cuba justice,
that nothing should be written
In the newspaper about it?
At present the United States
is embroiled in a two-front war
(Cuba and Laos) against communism. The United States appears to be losing or to have
lost both battles. Why has the
United States bungled its fight
for "freedom"? Apparently our
methods and our foreign policy
.1 ipa:ly
v
at fault (which also
inay
lgelTheaccount for our falling prespeople of Latin America
do not want to be bribed and
bought; they want economic and
political freedom. They must be
given something more than liberty and democracy in abstract
terms. They need to be able to
read before they can vote intelligently. The people must have
something to eat before they can
appreciate the abstractions of
democracy. The sooner we recog-

and Parry

nize this, the sooner we can
start a CONSTRUCTIVE foreign policy toward Latin America that will really aid us in our
f,v1ii against communism.
Dean Eaulkner
5‘415 MI*?

S

TELEVISION

Corsages
Bouquets
CY

-

before the Senate Foreign Relations committee.
Bowies was quoted after the session as saying that the junta apparently was interested mainly in
cleaning up corruption and not in
maintaining a peimanent military
dictatorship.
NO INVOLVEMENT
The U.S. attitude on intervention was spelled out by State Dei,artment spokesman Joseph HOW
ii response to questions.
’Arnerican troops are not Invalved in any way. They have not
Guaranteed Service
I and will not be." Reap told, a
JOE’S TELEVISION
news conference.
He said tile U.S. Embassy at
99 N. 10th St.
CY 7-3541
and Santa Clara
Seoul is in contact with both sides
in Korea the military junta and
represent at I,. IA the overt hrowri
governmeut of Premier John M.
, Chang.
’U.S. NOT NEGOTIATOR’
Reap said the American Embassy was not attempting to act
as a negotiator but that both sides
"ate consulting us." He said no
orders have wine out to cancel
U.S. aid to Korea.
Bowles told reporters after his
meeting with the committee that
he hoped the Korean "blow-up"
,Aould lead eventually to a -type
4 government that will gist’ the
Koreans a solid future."
- Phu k Happy Hour every Saturday 6-8 p

Salona.44
91e4

Thrust
No U.S. Korean Intervention
’Stupid, Reactionary’
To Berate Dr. Koch
ays State Department

U.S. Needs Group
’For Democracy’
EuiToit In reply to the

letters condemning Karl Prussion’s
previous speech on this campus,
I wish to say we do need an
organization against communism’
--an organization for democracy.
Are we all going to blind ourselves to the fact that the Communist pant, in the United
States is prating into every
phase of our American way of
life? We don’t need Karl Prussiun or anyone else to tell us
that the Communist organizations are getting stronger every
year. We need only to look
around at the world situation
today: there is our answer.
The American people realize
this situation but they are not
organized to counter-attack. The
Communist propaganda machine
Is one of the Soviet Union’s most
effective war weapons. They will
stop at nothing to achieve their
goal-- world-wide comfbunism.
We all know this. It’s nothing
new. What are we going to do
about it?
Barbara Dinke4
ASH 797

’Silent Moderate’
Speaks Out On ’Riots’
EDITOR In recent letters to
the editor, concern has been
voiced over the "silent moderates." Perhaps it is time for this
one to speak out.
What jolted me into recklely
joining battle? An article in
Tuesday’s Daily reporting that
executive council of the California Federation of Teachers
has adopted a resolution in which
it "congratulates the bay area
students involved (in the city
hall riots last Maya for their
vigorous defense of American
civil liberties . . ."
I have watched movies of the
riots, listened to eyewitness reports and debates, read news accounts and pamphlets. And I
have become sure of only two
things: first, I do not yet know
the full truth. Second, neither
students nor police deserve congratulations. The entire incident
was a pretty sorry affair. Thus
I find the implictitions of the
union’s resolution highly disturbing.
Please understand me. I do
not say that one cannot applaud
the motives of one side or another. However, approving of the
original purpose is one thing.
"Congratulating" either side for
its actual behavior is something
quite different. Surely it must
be admitted that neither police
nor students provided models of
in: and dignity.

sisiWri-TY.’SWe’etrigettetTelMIRW":4,,,

HAWAIIAN GARDENS
King Dodo room’ at the Hawaiian Gardens, San Jose, is continuing its production of "King of
Hearts" through May 27.
The play is the 14th presentation of the playhouse and was
written by Jean Kerr and Eleanor
Brooke. All productions are staged s;
in-the-round,

As teachers, are we not dedicated to the proposition that a
fact must be respected on its
own terms? We devote our lives
to pounding home one thesis
again and again: we will neN,
find the truth if we select
distort facts to prove that Mi.,’
we want to be the truth is tic.
truth. No passionate defense ...
either position, no pointing ot
finger at the transgressions of
either side, can deny the facts
of what actually happened. Will
not our position be much strong.
er if we face all the facts ho,
estly? Is our case so weak th.i.
truth will destroy it?
Eleanor Prosser
Assistant Professor of English

CH1LDRLN’S TRPATP.R
"Cinderella." which pla.,
eve
Sunday at ieinouti at
new Comedia theater in Palo
is now in its third month Al
gyr
duct Ion.

Sit 04,

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
CY 4-2041
SINS OF RACHEL CADE
starratg An91.- I

THE GREAT IMPOSTER
with Tony Curtis
GAY THEATRE CY 3-8405’
HE WHO MUST DIE
Add.d
WEE GEORDIE
SARATOGA UN 7-3026
HELD OVER
son
NEVER ON
NSUNDAY

411,1--T1410---",

FINE PORTRAITS
200/. Discount To Students
-4431 Ramirez -Studio
Distinctive Bridal Photographs
By Appointment
CY 3.147’
942 E. Santa Clara
-

DAY OF THE PAINTER
and ZERO TO SIXTY
TOWNE CY 7.3060
"Lest foreign fjrn
INGMAR BERGMAN S
THE VIRGIN SPRING

Spivey 41

also

LOUNGE

NAVAJO
RESTAURANT
BAKERY
WEST SAN CARLOS AT
SHASTA SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

CAMPBELL AVENUE & WINCHESTER RD
CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA

Spivey
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CV

Spivey
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.

3-8405
L

E. SANTA.CLARA

SPOKEN IN

STS E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA
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RUSSIAN LANGUACit
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EL CAM INO REAL AT OLIVOS
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA

Breasted Chicken to take home.
Let
SPIVEY furnish Broasted
Chicken for your party. From
one order to o thousand.
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*movie since World
*War IITim Meg
*
:Winner grand prise
*San Francisco film
* festival.
*Double _prize winner
pCannes Film Festival.
One of year’s bestN Y rotes, Hvild
*Ttibune N S Post, Set
ew

SPIVEY’S
DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
CY 5-3410

101 DALMATIANS
Horse With A Flying Tail
*
MAN OF THE WEST
*starring Gary Cooper

OCEAN 5 WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

GRANT ROAD & EL CAMINO
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA

Fernando! in

THE BIG CHIEF
*

Spivey

Liate

with BOWL OF CHERRIES
and OVERTURE
*
Now showing 7 p.m. - 9.15 p
Sat. -Sun. Cont. from 445 p
I*
*******41.411
I *
*

Now
give yourself
"Professional"
shaves
with ...

EL VA5 S
Exclusive Hairstyling
466 S. Second
CY 7-6493
Evenings
by appointment.

$
v’s
Special
ZZ
permanent 0
waving

Mates

soparates that
were made
to go together.
Skirts
jamaicas,
pedal pushers,
capris
culotts.
Size 5 - 18.
4.99 to 14.99
$499
& up

teo6ePtal4
286 South First Stret

LOW, LOW SUMMER
RATES
op
Modern Furnished Apartments.
As Lou’ As $80 For Two Bedroom Units
SWIMMING POOL WITH MOST UNITS
ROOMMATES FURNISHED IF DESIRED
CONVENIENTLY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Also, These Brand New Units Have
All Electric Kitchens. Carports, And ...
NO SERVICE CHARGE
Don’t Wait! MAKE Reservations Early

cptiPtalt
411 SOUTH NINTH

tal Service

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE
New wetter.than.wateeactIon melts beard’s toughness-In seconds. Remarkable new "wetter -than -water"
action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its acipnlific
approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your beard’s roughness like hot
towels and massage -in seconds.
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A unique combination of antievaporation agents
makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier.. gives you
the most satisfying shave...fastest, cleanest -and most
comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.
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Washburn Hall Righf in Social Swing
Keeping busy in licit, it circles tory look

MUSIC RECITAL

place this week. Dress
has been Washburn !Tall, wennen’s was western clothes.
ilumnitorY
Washburn resident Karen Sli A "hoe-down" dance-exehant.Te ley was chosen Lambda (’hi Alpha
%kith Moulder Hall, men’s dormi- fraternity’s Crescent Girl,
___.
ing over the annual pushcart
lays. The dormitory placed thild
in the parade competition. Wm,
ALTERATIONS
the theme to "Frontierland"
WOMEN’S CLOTHING
the "Spardi in Disneyland" mid,’
Pax I P AND ITU 1)1 II1(
A Mother-Father tea was led,
AM 2-2038
on Mother’s Day alone with ,11,-.11
how,

Professor Plays New
$3800 Harpsichord
By ELLEN S111.1.TE
Fine Arts Editor
The Music Department’s new
538(X) harpsichord, the largest
concert model in any California
school, will be featured in its first
recital Sunday 3 p.m. in Concert
Hall.
At that time John Gillespie, associate professor of music at the
University of California, Santa
Barbara, will perform music of
Scarlatti and Couperin.
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1396 E. Santa Clara

Open -

Completely equipped to fill all

’CI 9 p.m.

your stereo and Hi-Fi needs

Pcn, & Thurs.

,

2417 Stevens Creek Rd.
CYpress 5-0388
(near Valley

U)

Tail
ST
London

OPEN 24 HRS.
Delectable dining in the
LARIAT ROOM
Two other locations
Old Colony Steak House
The Steer Ho,.
t to,, .
72 E. Santa Clara
CY 7-7184
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CIVIC PLAYHOUSE
San Carlos (aerie- from
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tawny In muste.
ta the alit ii
ach tti their presentations in II
’.. the inteipi.oatein or the inol 11 144.111
Tickets price,. at 511 eents hr
snaitans and Si general iulmissiun
t re still itailable at the Student
Affairs business office. Tifiti.
will be sold at the door
’rickets

\chili. 11,17 Cf
Thl
out tt,y,
risn 0. Initlu.let. ii iV nil the
dfiters iii the pet kid from DOI
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...trrls set-10,1’d,, from noon 11
pm am! It it 1 11.I.1 111 1 h
lilirary: study nsint’oneert
I Ira nderiliti
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\:trs 2 7i 11
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’fiat public tt.,iy 1.- t Itie new
portion of the musk madding at
an open house Sunday which begins after a :t p.m. harpsichord
recital.
A reception with
has been quite a renaitsance of
’t eshments
11 (’ii tutu
liarpsichord music because the
piano doesn’t produce sounds the
way the composers such as Bach
107.
and Scarlatti had intended.
DISCOUNT
Professor Gillespie was gratin to
Ideal from DePaux university 11111.1
SIUDINTS
received his Ph.D. degree I r 0 flt
the University of Southern California. Ile 110W teaches classes it
t
music literature. organ and harpsichord.
lie served as music director at
Couriel
-cervice
the Paris study center, France
rn to 6 P
Nees’
1945-46, and he received a Ful377 5 !WAN STREET
bright grant in 1949
7 1071

SJS Artists Sing
In Festival Chorus
Sunday Evening

(Alt admission charge. tickets art’
being sold for this recital to rite,
money for music scholarship,Tickets, available at the Concert
The Bach Festival chorus, feaHall box office, are 50 cents for
students and $1 general admis- turing SJS professors and students, will present the "Passion
sion.
according to Si. John," Sunday
’PRIZED INSTRUMENTS’
night at 8 at the Church of the
"We are the envy of our neigh- Valley. Santa Clara.
boring schools to have such a
Dr . Edwin C. Dunning. assistant
prized instrument," said Dr. Hart- professor of music, will mildew.
9,1
ley D. Snyder, head of the Music the group of 120 singers and in Canto I of the Paradise trout
!Apartment, WIIPII referring to the.
1 ..,...11.’s Insine Comedy has beenstrumentalists. Dr. Dunning, wt.,
harpsichord, which is a German : directed the SJS opera workshop
,..i to musk. anti the dancers y ill .
Wittetnyer Bach model. approxi- tt prnductions of "Coffee Contatainleitiret "Df.titif overwhelmed liv . matply , feet
,, , ,, ,
long." ’s ’"e 4’114.1 and "Game of Chance," reecntl
II"’ 1"1111""I light "f the he"vere’’’ tat concert model available.
was heard in his fourth appear tle. alinement and the divine harThe instrument is similar in ’ ance with the San Jose symphonv
tutinit%; tit the ’eternal wheels’ as
shape to a modern grand Di I
singing the bass arias of the Baeli
Beatrice explains and c rnf
but differs mainly in produ.ctair::: IS Minor mass.
hint."
of sound, the string being plucked
They will ullso use poetry by (mechanically) instead of being
PROFESSORS SING
.1.11111scin, Holier’ LaFontaine, struck by a hammer. The harpsiHeading the list of soloists %ill
N.’tettat Hugo and Carl Sandburg, chord, unlike the piano, has no he Frederick Loadwick, assistant
in dances choreographed by Miss sustaining power.
t professor of ’music, singing t h e
Margaret Lawler, assistant in
The harpsichord was used ex -1 recitative narrative of the "Evan physical education and coordinator tensively from the 16th to the1gelist." The voice of Jesus will be
of the show.
18th centuries and recently there I sung by Robert Madsen.
Soprano Carmen Barreras. SJS
voice and’ opera scholarship winner at. will sing the soprano arias.

French )6,rt Exhibit 1
Valued at S300,000
Closes Here Today
"Onrhundra t Y. drs n.: 1-aeneh,
Painting.- The iiimenix .11 mu-1.11M’S 83(1.1.000 exhibit. will closel
t:da)’ at 4 p.m.
The exhilMitm 0 MO, has been
7,aitared in the An Gallery. A127,
’MCC April 2. is preset:Ord by
’he Art Department and etiltural.
.11 III’S committee. in cooperation
P00,Ills Art Museum.

Admission $2.00

2

I. 1... T Won
NEW HARPSICHORDJohn Gillespie, associate professor of
music at the’ University of California at Santa Barbara will perform on SJS’ new $3800 harpsichord, the largest concert model
in any California school, at a 3 p.m. Sunday recital. He will be
joined by two SJS musiciars in a trio by Rameau. Admission is
50 cents for students and $1 general.

Music Deportment
Slates Open House

SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY

Real CLEAN Wash
N

"BEST WASH"
Open 24 Moon
Emp,,

Orchesis Opens Tonight

Angelo’s Steak House

RIES

S.IS PERFORMERS
Professor Gillespie will tw joined
by Gibson Walters. professor of
inustc (violin), and Donald Hone
uth, associate professor of ninsit
!cello., in a trio by Rameati.
Although most of the Music It.

. CY 4 1,605

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS

qtrstervw

relilay. Max 10. 1961

tIU re., multi ...

figh

FINAL PERFORMANCES
sic and arts foundation and svtl:
Comedia product ion of Ar- picsent Charles Laughton in a
thur Miller’s "A View from t hei reading session tomorrow evening,
Bridge" will have its final per-. in the San Francisco Masonic
romances Sunday May 21 and 28 auditorium, and a Sunday matiat 8 30 p.m. at the Comedia TheZ- nee, at the Berkeley Community
ter in Menlo Park.
theater.
The production opened the., Speciai aliment rates and disCennedia season in October and count prices for groups of more
has played every week to data than 25 aft’ available.
during which time it traveled 1.1
Sausalito for a six week stint
Textbook Price Bill
The play or:ginally was pt..
thived in New York starring V 7 Final Passage Seen
Heflin and .1. Carroll Naish.
A hill
SACRAMENT() tupl,
(’ITV COLLEIlE
requiring textbook publishers to
The Music Department of San’ lower the prices on books sold It’
Jose city college will present a. California schools went to the iethree-part concert featuring the’ sembly yesterday for certain final
vollege it cappella choir, symphon- passage.
ic band and the Madrigal singers,
The senate 1Vednesday passed
as the final offering of the spring’ the hill by Assemblyman Glenn
exerting cultural assembly series. Coolidge IR-Felton. on a 34-o
The program is scheduled fitr vote. The measure was returned
Tuesday 8:15 p.m. In the Men’s to the assembly for concurrence in
senate amendments.
gym, 2100 Moorpark ave.
The measure requires that looks
CHARLF:S LAUGHTON
John S. Kornfeld and Gerald L. he sold in California foi nn more
Johnson are assuming manage- than the prices anywhere else in
ment of the Ca I ifnwnint Chile MU - the country

Student To Present Recital Tuesday
Pianist IlexIney Jiskoot, student
Delevoryas. associate professor of music, is scheduled to
porform in Concert Hall Tuesday.
515 p.m. The recital is open to
ttle public without charge.
\ piano student for 13 years,
l’sktad huts received awards including "The Outstanding Musician (if 1957 of Morningside Conservatory.’ where he received his
It M.E. degree, and the "Chopin
Piano itWard," for which compe-

ur John

tition is held annually.
He has given lour solo recita:and has appeared with the Slot:,
City orchestra playing Schumanns
"Piano Concerto."
Jiskoot’s performance will in chide "Toccata and Fugue in D
Major" (Bach u, "Papillons.
2" ’Schumann.. "Sonata in D Major, 1<576" (Mozart), "Preludes
op. 38" I kabalevsky. and "Fantaisle in F Minor" ’Chopin..

Graduate Nanch Ash, now a San
.Fose elementary school teacher
and Linda Stones, SJS music senior, will interpret the two alt.
arias. In June Miss Stones will
travel to Milan, Italy, where she
will study with Dr. Otto Mueller
teacher of opera singer Ir ell It
Dallis, who is an SJS graduate.
Tenor and bass arias will but
sung by James Paris, Theodor,.
Simmons, Manuel Pat terakis and
Robert Waterbury. Waterbury and
Simmons are the regular soloists
at Church of the Valley. Simmons
will play the male lead in the
forthcoming SJS production of 111.
"Beggar’s Opera."
Patterakis and Paris are &Ls
graduates who are working te.
their Master’s degrees.
******

Least

5ei

PINNINtis
Pegg) Lee Ain...worthy. s-ophtmore mathematics major, Dar to Robert 1.. Reed. Sigma
Nu sophomore aeronautics major
%Vanua Creek.
Melanie Arras from South San
Francisco to George Snow. Sigma
Nu junior accounting major, San
Mateo.
Paula Thayer, freshman nursing
major, Palo Alto, to Jim Sherman,
Alpha Tau Omega senior business
major. Menlo Park,
Karen Kreamer, freshman English major, Bakersfield. to Mid.
Moore, Delta Upsilon senior at
University of Oregon.
ENGAGEMENTS
Pat Owdom, Gamma Phi Beta
senior business major. Visalimu.
wears a ring from Phil Cornelia*.
Alpha Tau Omega graduate art
student, Los Angeles.

CAMPI MUSIC CO.
SO S. ist and 36 Valley
We q
i",een
Vrta

Luncheon

Special

only

OC
INCLUDES: Choice of
cheese enchilada
bees taco
tamale
tostado
with soup and cofsce
la Cecina
Ill W Santa Cta,.7
10*e off on dinners for
college students
. 10 to 10
Mon. Wed.1PhEuN.
O
Fri., Sat.. Sun. IO a.m. to 2 a.m
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MODERN OFFICE MACHINE
We have student
certificates
that give you
*1000
towards a brand new
Royal Futurag 800
PORTABLE

of our approach is fast on the
wane. oh noble captain. and 5 hat dost th keen

"The second (la’s’

peret’iNt’ 111

strange indeed.

MN

Mit’llfi011 is

presently

focused upon a most remarkable collection 01
notable

:aptain. I implore thee. describe these

Royal is the only portable with all the features of big standard
office machines!
COME IN AND CET YOUR
CERTIFICATC

LIMITED

TIME ONLY!

features:features.

/ I/ /
I I I

YOU CAN GET A
R.M.B. PORTABLE
TRANSISTOR TAPE
RECORDER FOR ONLY
$34.95 AT

of 15 hich Non speak:-

SiO

CERTIFICATE

-Tlic great distance precludes a precise description.

Ind. in fiNe (buss. the trnth shall be ours:llav 2 1111 The (la

Of disemerv!

modem office machines co.
124 F. San Fernando 1.)
LFREE DFltvFlry

CY 1-52113
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Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Ho/bran

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY

Die Rhinelandere,:]

throuoh
THURSDAY

Band

Wilda
Baughn

Fri. & Sat. Nites

and Her Piano

bey ilofira,

garden
51 So. Market
raNT

7-2002
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FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the Week

The Sperm:- 4.. -, .ar
_-.oach Bd W.,",+er track contingent for
Popnter was the
three mcc
’H Olympian, Ray
No. 2
adds depth to
Norton,

thar

GOWEN SIAN
MOMOGE Silt

,,,,,aded up by, the
Dennis Johnson. The
-Joked at 9.4 on more

Milk
kINg4

and was a strong
’*".C re:,, +earn.

ors

The Spartan golf team, paced
hy No. 1 man John Lotz, took
second in the WCAC tourney
Monday at the Los Angeles Country Club to conclude a winning
1961 season.
Coach Walt McPherson’s squad
finished five strokes, 306-311, behind Santa Clara for the tournament championship. Lotz fired a
72 on the tough Los Angeles
course to capture tourney medalhonors,
The distinction WOK the last
in a long line of honors awarded
1.titz this season. Merherion’s
sophomore averaged
brilliant
71.3 strokes per match in 21
rounds of intercollegiate competition to record the best Spartan total since the undisputed
reign of Ken Venturi in the
early 1950s.
In dual meet competition t he
";partans maintained an 11-7-1
record through a schedule which
]isted golf giants as Stanford and
L’SC. Both teams handed McPher--on’s crew lopsided defeats in the
dosing weeks of the season.
The Spartans opened the final
swing of the 1961 campaign by
soundly beating San Francisco
state 18-9 on the San Jose course.
I.otz fired a 67 and Bob Ginn a
72 to anchor the Spartan attack.

Julie
Menend"

Boxing Coach Hurt 2 Ways by Ring Tragedy
five rounds," said Menendez. "In
him permission for 10-round main
By FRANK CRACOLICE
the sixth, Medrano started to
Harry Campbell always intended events."
come on: by the ninth, they both
"For example, in the regional
to become a professional boxer. He
looked tired."
loved the competition of man trials for the Olympics at San
For Menendez, Campbell’s death
Francisco, he won all three of
against man in the ring. Boxing
his bouts by TKO’s. Harry was was a one-two punch -- personal
was not just a way of making a
and vocational. The tragedy is
a fine boy. He never gave me
living for the clean-cut Campbell.
certainly discouraging to Menenany trouble."
who supplanted the brash cockiMenendez. himself once a fine dez’ hopes for a revival of boxing
ness that identifies most fighters
with a quiet, unassuming confi- defensive fighter, was asked if at SJS.
Campbell was the type of fighter
dence.
It was the ability and charactel
who would take a punch to land
Julie Menendez. who probably one. "Harry had great defensive of Campbells and Menendezes
taught Campbell more than any- ability. He didn’t get hit much
that gave SJS boxing the statin
one else wlso crossed Harry’s box- too much finesse for that."
it attained while it was here.
ing path, said so in an interview
Medrano was the only pro to
today.
knock Campbell’s feet from unMenendez, the articulate SJS der him. He had done so in their
boxing coach and former Olymfirst meeting, before decisioning
itt
pic mentor was in Harry Camphim.
bell’s corner for his first six pro
But for those who think that
fights, five of them victorious
So. First
CY 5.9668 k.4
ones. Monday night at Kezar Pa- Campbell WM rushed haphazardo’...0"...:40R15101P14**54150Wits
vilion, Julie was there again, as
ly through the pro jungle, it 101000IN
a spectator -- not a corner man.
must he written that Harry was

$

Menendez, a man who gives
100 per cent of himself to
he undertakes, wasn’t In
Campbell’s corner beastatille:
wouldn’t he doing him enough
good: when I train a man, I
want to train him."
"Harry didn’t appear to be hit
hard." said Menendez, discussing
the tragic defeat of Campbell by
Al
Medrano,
a
fighter
who
"doesn’t hit hard."

thing

any-

FRESHEST DONUTS
sl
72 Varieties
Gingh.im Girl Donuts
117

an 8-3 favorite to beat Medeahe was winning after the first

Reasonable Rates
Only 2 blocks to camiiii,
Swimming pool
. TV
Recreation room
We’re still taking reser,
rations for summer sessions
620 S. 9th St. CYprei. 8.1209

OPEN EVENINGS
Specializing in latest
and
coiffures,

collegiate

Johnson on TV

hi-style

color, and hair shaping,
Also straightening.

A io.minute filmed interview
with Dennis Johnson may be
seen tomorrow afternoon at 5:45
on the Van Amberg Show on
channel 3. An interview with
track coach Bud Winter is also
included on the program.

Special Student Rates
Permanent waves as low as
$8.50 and up.

Menendez, asked whether he
thought
Campbell had
be en
brought along too fast in the pro
CAUGHT
ranks, replied: "Harry’s was a
From that point on San Jose
NOTTINGHAM. England (UPI,
unique case. He was too good for
%sent on to drop three of their
the preliminary boys. The Call- -- A 16-year-old soccer fan was
four final dual meets. Stanford
fined $2.80 for stealing toilet tissue
initiated the skid at the Farm
fornia Boxing Commission sanefrom British Railways. The theft I
by topping the Spartans 20 -61/1 lions all matches. If they had was discovered, a policeman said.
The locals returned to their
thought Harry was being over- when the boy threw the roll at
winning ways three days later
matched, they would have refused the referee at a football game.
when Lotz. Ginn and Grant Horn beak lead the Spartans to 221/2-4%
win over WCAC champion Santa
Clara.
Walt McPherson and his team
The Men’s gym will be open to- Sunday will include badminton.,
traveled southward following the
Bronco victor), for two dual meets I morrow from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., volleyball, softball, table tennis,
and the WCAC tourney. USC first while the Women’s gym is open four square and kolo dancing.
mastered San Jose 24-3 to set the on Sunday from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30
precedent for Los Angeles state’s I p.m. for co-ed activities, according
GUARANTEED TV 825 8, UP
to Don Hogan, weekend co-ed ac21-6 triumph.
New Radios 210.9, 7, ip
tivities director.
RADIO, & HIFl HI I’ tilt,
Saturday’s activities will include
Olson 7 Days Weld:
asketball from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m..
DILLARD’S TV 111 APPLIANCE
,Oleyball and badminton, 2 p.m.
60 S. 2nd
CY 7-8253
, 4 p.m., and ttampoline instrucion by gymnastics coach Roy ,
)avis from noon to 2 p.m.

59 NORTH FIRST STREET
CYpress 4-6854

You cannot
have a
yearbook
for Christmas
unless you
order it

now

Tower Hall 16

TV,

World Champions
Flock to Modesto;
Prep Whiz Enters

SIGN UP !NOW Flat

FALL SEMESTER
APARTMENTS
FOR MEN
at
LAI) MANOR
APARTMENTS

GUSTAF’S BEAUTY
SALON

no in their rematch. "I thought

Coed Activities Slated

Bob Poynter

the SJS sprinow world fa
Bullet has cer

SJS Golfers
Place Second
In Loop Meet

Or

Spartan Book Store

The Men’s swimming pool will .
be open from noon to 4 p.m. The
women’s dressing room is at the

tans
unate enough to Fourth at. entrance.
attend the California Relays at I
Co-ed recreational activities on
Modesto on May 27 will have
thpportunity of seeing some of

immtmimilimmumumminimiGI

the world’s greatest athletes in E
action.
A recent entry in the meet has =
been Ted Nelson, Andrews, Texas. =
high schooler who recently turned =
in an unbelievable 46.5 clocking in 2
the 440. Nelson’s time broke the
national high school mark of 46.6 ,=
set by Dave Mills in 1958.
The
world’s
fastest
woman 1E
Delighfful dining
"printer.
Wilma
Rudolph,
has I=
agreed to run in a special 1001= assured everytime . . .
and 220-yard dash at the meet.
Miss Rudolph won the 100 and =
200-meter dashes at the Olympi,
tames last summer.
Highlight of the
meet wa, =
the 3:58 mile time of Jim Beau
64 E. SAN FERNANDO =
I the fastest ever run by an Amen- =
CY 3-9918
can. Entered in the event with the =
BREAKFAST
LUNCH -DINNER
stubby miler is Laszlo Tabori
Ow: 730-7 dn
teammate of Realty’s on the E
730.8
Santa Clara Valley Youth Village =
noon 7 Sun.
squad.
;
HOMEMADE BREAD
sthe
te
ksell
cfor
iT
for
meet
HOT APPLE PIE
=
8
7
8
and
$3.50
and .
can2
he obI
sauce
NI inert at Rrins-Alkini: in San J.! O.:P.
IlllliiIllllilllllliillililiIllllIlIlliIllIlI

E

IE

the farther
smoke Ira vets
Air-Softened.
the milder,
the cooler,
the smoother
it tastes

The qa/k91-

Imo

E

_

Hey Gang, Here’s A Tasty
Treat To Try Today . . .

Whenever you leave town,
ley unly you can
ti
spend Bank of America
Travelers Cheques. Loss
proof, theft-proof, cashed
only by your signature.
Sold at hanks everywhere.
nopostiosatior

,

’

1r4

17

SIZZLING HOT,
DELICIOUS PRAWNS
IN A BASKET PLUS
A TANGY, TARTAR SAUCE
ONLY

99c

We claim a San Jose First with this Bargain-in-a-Basliet!
4111 A San Fernando

"Conveniently

SPECIMEN

Cross -Corner

,114-nau.stk-n

From Campus"

SPE( NEN
.M..4. WO IOWA

natiooQuo

910.5

31.5(..e

II,

THIS ONE’S
THE SATISFIER

Make a date with flavor. Try Chesterfield King.
Every satisfying puff is Air -Softened to enrich the
flavor and make it mild. Special porous paper
lets you draw fresh air into the full king length of
top -tobacco. straight Grade -A all iiihe way.

GHESTE Fl FLU KING
Join the swing to

423 155 1114

atilt of _America

ji

#0144Aatiwia

p uvgo, & owl r.6044.0

DodgersatCandlestick Harry Campbell’s Manager
?dy For Series with Giants Saddened Bill Young
77""el
i

The Los Angeles D o d ger s
icked by most experts to win the
National League pennant move
into Candlestick Park tonight to
battle a leant which has confounded the experts, San Francisco’s

Giants in an 8:15 encounter that
touches off a three -game series.
It will be Don Drysdale ;ind
Juan Marichal In it Don-Juan duel
San Francisco beat Drysdale in
his lone appearance vs. them this
year. Los Angeles has yet to swing
against Marichal.
.
Alvin Dark’s Giants, flying higher than Joe E. Lewis at show.
time, lead the Dodgers. Cincin’ nati and Pittsburgh by three
, games in the NE scramble.
Dark will follow Marichal with
. Mike MaCormIck tomorrow and
hHy
Lees Sunday. Roger Craig
,111 hurl for the Dodgers tomorrow, with Sandy Koufax going
Iii I;

,-PtiRT Ls; TILTTS--3

rrlaay. May 10. 1481

Retires from Ring Activity

H,
N FRANCISCO
Bill couldn’t have had anything to do
his condition, I just don’t ,. ,.1
’Young, the heart -broken manure,.
of the ill.fated Harry Cainpbell, Ilndemtand R."
is
no more of the fight hsh., Young has a minor financial
terest in a fighter named Chitilt5
tless.
When Campbell died following Smith. And he has been helpiii,
his bout with Al Medrano, some. another lad get under way.
thing went out of the game for
..lt may sound rnelodramtic i
APPROVED Mira -Man SERVIRE
Yang.
’ repeats Young, -hut I
We were very close, very saY
I
FAST- BEST
close." says Young. "I don’t %%ant
’to knock the fight game. Hot :
2
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
’don’t see any reason now to t,,.
SPECIALTY
OPEN DAIL( AND SUN A M.
Nitta, in it. I was only in it ;.
Pasterglde
Hydramatic.
21 North Fifth Street
Maly."
Special Student Rate,
77 South Montgomery Street
a
deleet,
Young operates
A & M Auto Repair
Speed Qual,tv S,)hT VJATFR,
agency in San Jose. I te ii
CY 5.4741
456 E. San Salvador
if
planned to retire Campbell
from his injtii
eted the youth to Conlin,.
’,di at Sun Jose Stale I
WHEEL BALANCING
NORWALK)
the meantime, he v
MECHANIC ON DUTY
goiiig to gke the boy a job.
WE HONOR MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
"1 kneks after trying it tot., *
AUTOMATIC TRANSM1‘..51UN SERVICE
didn’t !lase No. ".lamina :
Mal
lo go III round.," sa.% 101111R%
S’
4’
flour
)i/AI
-42
gli :is a
"Ile ssa all Hi
est.!, if he had s.
old ill KIHNI
&
0,1 Sit SItS
Nt
shape."
11
Young had taken the 23-year -o1.11t\ -Army paraInsiper under his,
’a lag Inuit the time he returned
from the Olympic games, akheie
he 1.,--t in the glIal’IHI* finals.
..
-Ile ’I ,,ii at my home 1.1 ,
ii Iii tunut, said Young.
COMPANIONSHIPHarry Campbell’s manager and friend,
l’I! \RN) t(
-I
1.ti,v. 1 hare live other
Bill Young, is shown here congratulating his promising lightweight
TENTH AND SANTA CLARA
"laId, in _1 like children. Ile it
after the SJS student received an award from the northern Cal_
P. 0. Station
Hours: 8-10 p.m.
tj, v.1111,1,11 a father and I 1,1..1
forn;a boxing writers as the most outstanding newcomer of 1960.
No. 6
10-6 Sunday
t., take that place."
e iahreryeatit,,,I
t,i,itirtthuet laitfe vhim,
gave
NCI7lie’ tie
concussion.
THE GOLDEN
"I’ve thought back over so many
PINT
new ideas! The first
New franchise
Golden Point rest
in California!
We give you speedy service plus high.
ond a young, 1.46-pnortil
quality food!
inilosing situation their personal battle %% nib Nlerls. Si’. tiny a haymaker at biro tl,i
1
5
Inee Aotedt
Costello’s "Who’s
walked right in and catight it on
Ili
"nd 13"
Al .4"." IS(
Ill
to 12 pp,
iv
prtsluction has appar- lord (Cali posing added head - his chin. Ile staggered a bit, bat
$1,
111.I.,
id
been resolved. Latest word aches. in addition, tin,% Mon didn’t go Ill/S411.
1.
in 1.. I
0
I Ai
.
rin
ii %%h., will iun the sprints at the ’I’Then 10 days ago or so. he
THE GOLDEN POINT Drive -In
Northern California Invitational Will lie on band to make it a was titling with his girl friend
CL 1-9871
2940 Alum Rock Ave.
track alld field meet tomorrow five roan race.
She wits driving and they had a
night is that Bob Poynter will,
SJS freshman Bobby Bonds Iminor accident. But he Said he
’Dennis Johnson will not.
could be the surprise of the high ’ wasn’t hurt. And she said I he
=
Johnson has been nursing a hurdle event. Bonds finished sixth same thing."
muscle strain since the West at Fresno but one of those who
:
Campbell told Young he bla,
Coast relays one week ago and placed ahead of him, Jim Ball of out after losing his first der;
Spartan coach Bud Winter yes- the Air Force, heads the Sunny- to Medrano. So the manager 1msfat COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
terday tentatively withdrew the vale field. Former Stanford star
doctor
down
to
a
Iled him right
FRIENDLY SERVICE
Jamaican star for the Sunnyvale Chuck Cobb is also entered.
MODERATE RATES
thorough check-up. The rinemeet.
Fast improving Dave Maggard tor a
r /wild find nothing wrong.
Ticket.: are ’.t ill available for of Cal battles with Jay ,Sylvester
DRIVE-IN GARAGE
CYpress 4-9404
the nicet in the Student Affairs and Jerry Winters of the Youth
Ritchie. in;pector for the
FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCIION
FREE OVERNIGHT PARK ING
TELEVISION
BANOUET ROOMS
Rosiness (dike, ’1’1116. Swells, Village in the shot put. Dav Weill st,tte athletic commission, is as
Ralph C. Caldwell, Manager
FOUNTAIN
COFFEE SHOP
strident tickets i’oNl *I wit h
Young.
of Stanford and Dan Studney and puzzled
5.’ It uard. (leiter/it atiniksion
Si as tWil a Cleall
"This 111
tickets are priced at $2.50. The Harry Edwards of SJS challenge
San Jose, California
living lad." said Ritchie. "it
South First St. at Son Antonio
meet will start at 7:30 p.m, at Sylvester in the discus.
Fri-mont high school,
In the sprints it will be Poynter
heading the field. He has gotten
the okay to run unattached so that
he may also participate in the
California Relays in Modesto next
Saturday.
Opening the running program
will be the 440 relay at 7:50, with
a weakened SJS club meeting the
San Jose fresh and the Youth Village. Stanford. Stanford fresh,
California, stir’. ice athletes and
unattached competitors get into
the act later in the evening.
will vie for
Several top at
first place trophies in the 1:1
events. Heading the mile field are
Fred Abington ISCVYVt, WoodN:
Covington Walt and Ben Tucker
iSJS frosht.
The 440 S11011141 be hotly contested between Keith Thomassen
(SCVYVI, Don Ramos and Willie
Williams I SJS1, Jaek Yet-man
, ’mat tachedl and 13.6 Karlsrud
(Calt. The same is true in the
half where .1im Beatty ISCVYV),
Jerry Seibert i SCVYV I, Ernie
Cunliffe timitt (ached I, Larry
Means 10xnard AFBI and Rich
Men. IStanfordt will compete.
With Johnson not scheduled to
run, Willie White or Poynter get
the nod in the 100. Both will face
more rugget1 competitinn in the
220 where Ramo. :Ind Thomason
are added
Tuo-nillers Ior Ilse NCI are
count o’s hest. Laszlo
g
ni
’ruhurl ittooth mac, and
Charlie I lark id !CIS

CAR WASH _

GASounE

LUTY

the .Id 51,de
(no rnachincov u ..d
otos
055$
EET

COCOMIIT
OPROIN
SAITTA CRUZ BEACH
Dancing

Every Sat. Night

SPAGHETTI
& Meat Ball Dinner

$1.25
HALF MOON
RESTAURANT
2687 STORY ROAD

STUDENT DISCOUNTS ON
NIA KELLY sPREM.111..1.1)

TIRES

FREE WHEEL BALANCE INCLUDED
E. t 1/1101119,!-, ELM
A5lEltlt.1N 8 FDItElt, \
Llts

Ras

GEORGE’S SERVICE CENTER

7I

(1.1. S._

_Sitv

4th & JACKSON

CT 4-6862

1rsomossa.
16

Store

Weekend Guests Welcome
At the . . .

MOTEL CITY CENTER
. . where they will enjoy
the ultimate in modern relaxation!
46 New Deluze Units end Heated Pool.
Free TV and also Phones in Every Room.
t King Size Beds and Family Units.
Special Rates to Students and Their Guests.
Within Walking Distance of Campus.
SOUTH SECOND
AT REED
CYpress 4-2995

Exams? "
Here’s the easy and,
safe way to keep mentally alert:
It’s the safe stay awake tabletNODoze. And it’s especially
helpful when you must be sharp under pressure. NoDoz
helps restore mental alertness in minutes.
NoDoz keeps you alert with the safe awakener found in
coffee and tea. Yet NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable.
Absolutely not habit-forming, NoDoz is so
Safe it is sold everywhere
Without prescription. Take it
while driving, studying,
Working, or entertaining.
ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF GROVE LABORATORme

7

A future as exciting
as the jet age itself
can be yours . . . as a
TWA AIRLINE HOSTESS!

:44
TWAthe nation’s leading airlinewill train you at
company expense ...and pay you while you train!
First on your flying schedules will be interesting cities
in the U. S.... later you may fly to world famous cities
of four continents on TWA’s international routes.

PRESCRIPTIONS

Who’s m Dashes at
Better To Wait and See

NAL

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR .
DOWNTOWN HOTEL.

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

Have a real cigarette-have a

CAMEL

10’

iii 1111 Ill 111111 ill 11111 Il III 111111 1111 III’ I’’
varieties of

1427

- PIZZA

APPLY NOW
for TWA training classes starting soon. Here are the
qualifications: Minimum age 20; height, 5’2" to 5’9";
weight, 100 to 138 lbs.; vision, 20/100 or better, corrected to 20/20; attractive; natural color hair; clear
complexion; unmarried; 2 years college or equivalent
business experience.
Contact: Mrs. Fay Widhalm

2
=

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

3

37 S. Wabash
Or write:
MRS. !AN KAEWERT
f -ter Wednesday, ft a in. 4 ern
TWA EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
lo Richards Road
TWA Suite Canterbury Hotel
Kansas City, Missouri
San Francisca, Califarnia

HAMBURGERS-18c

00111CA

DANCING
FINE ITALIAN DINNERS
& SANDWICHES
Tonight is
c’ealti

fi /it/

HOME RUN HITTING RIGHT FIELDER
OF THE N. Y. YANKEES

6 to 4 p.m.
REFRESHMENTS 15t A GLASS

R0,1IE-IN PIZZERIA

CT 5-0146
- 1076 The Alameda
Parking in Rear
Open II an,.to 2 anr.
=
=1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117,

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

PO:VI:STA’
nwxisn&
LEND
,

c Ii. , t
esismoswermosmummenniemmezzezeszna

R sr RT

Friday May 151, 5961
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OLD AND NEW

Revolutionary Military
Takes Control in Korea

SEOUL, Korea I UPI - The revoadionary military junta yesterday formally took control of the
Republic of Korea’s government
and opened a nationwide crackdown on Communists and fellow
travelers.
The junta sealed its victory in
the struggle for power when Premier John M. Chang formally resigned his cabinet yesterday morning and President Posun Yun declared his suppoit for the revo-

lut ion
eliise to the junta
But s. ii
said army and marine officers
were in disagreement on how long
the military revolutionary group
should rule. The army, the sources
said, insisted the junta must remain in power a long time to
wipe out "all corruption and injustices." The marines held that
power should be returned to the
civilians within the shortest passible time.
The sources said the army also
wanted the marines to pull out
of the city and be replaced by
army troops but that the marines
had refused.
To consolidate their power, leaders of the junta expanded the revolutionary command from five to
Mrning Worship- Sunday 10 a.rn. 32 members, including top officers
*4,e 94. o 1,40..9 Goo ’
from ail the armed services.
Se
PLACED UNDER ARREST
Notably omitted, however, was
Sac, May 28
Beach Party
Lt. Gen. Lee Han Lim, who was
W. .41 ;ears fa, a o..ate bead,
reported, without official confirma". a..endlao re,sh p at St. Thomas
ation. to have been relieved of his
Chao& at IQ a
Sine up at the CCC.
,-ommand of the First ROE Army
,:uarrling the front line against the
North Korean Communists and
Alan Dieter, Campus Pastor
placed under arrest.
Campus Christian Carder
Lee threw his support behind
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL : the junta only after 48 hours of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - _ _; I apparent indecision.

St. Thomas Chapel

TRI-C ACTIVITIES
THIRD AND SAN ANTONIO STREETS
TR1-C presents for the serious minded
collegiate an opportunity to obtain a
balance in college education.
21.5
9:30 a.nt.

Sunday May’
seminar

"A factual base for an intelligent
faith". by Fred Gere, B.D., afth.
program designed to present...
TRI-C 5:30 p.m.
A
the claims of Christ on a collegi-....
ate level.
%LI slit DENT.. 5 ORDIALLY INVITED

B’nai Writ!’ Hillel

AWARD NIGHT

DANCE
SATURDAY, MAY 20th
San Jose State, Stanford,
will award most active members.
Dancing, Refreshments, Entertainment,
held at PALO ALTO Y.M.C.A.
Bus will leave from front of cafeteria

ADMISSION 75c
Larry Miller, Allen Hall, CY 4-8741.

m ,
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CLOSE TO COLLEGE 5.--n,
sp.:.
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44’
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, Do-- :er.
ups..
CY 5.5193 o, CY 5-53O2

4 rm. apts. 4.ns. shed as 588 S. 10.-r- i Tr: CY 4.0830.
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"7’ 3 2
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seat Ion’s;
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50
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1349.

Cambrian Park. 3
ra 45den or 4th bedroom: 21/2
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o .,; Sop+. occupancy. Undsr
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:oliege ex-session 252T
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Personals
100 WEDDING
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S

Rooms
Close to college, 4
ju,C 2
445
I II 2 &dm los arle
1c,,,e
:ores, 511 E. Reec

’44 Olds. 540. ES 78296 after 6 and St.
1414,0iti
A- 5.,
I^ -

Cie.41/,11
5". a .4

’60 Comet .
r’’1 i
4-2468.1 2118.

r

I..’.

& 8CCe350,;OS

Cy ’,lap

S’’

TOD.11,1
Arah-Amerieiiii it intents assn..
on, 5:30 p.m.
meeting. College
Sparta Party, meeting. CH150.
7 p.m.
Friday Flicks. "Sombexly Up
There Likes Me." Paul Newman.
:Pier Angeli. TH5555, 23 cents.

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED

s,OtsEef ENJO‘’

Tww

Waltfeti

One of the nation’s outstanding
women golfers will conduct a golfing clinic Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. on
the field east of Spartan stadium.
Betty Hicks, awarded women
athlete of the year in 1941 by Associated Press, will demonstrate
golfing techniques to students and
faculty. She is being sponsored la
the Women’s Physical Educatior
department.
Attending persons may bring
their own clubs if desired.

PRINCIPALSLosing and gaining control of the South Korean government, Premier John
Chang (top) has been overthrown by Army Chief of Staff
Lt, Gen. Chang Do Yung.

Prof To Discuss
’Politics’ on KLOK
111

Politics’’

Ad Seminar

Lutheran Student limn., religious
.:ama discussion. 300 S. 10th st...
j,.m.
-

CLASSIFIEDS

4"

AP Award Winner
To Give Golf Clinic

will be discussed by Dr. John T.
Ballard, assistant professor of political science, in an interview with
announcer Bob Stevens on "Showcase SJS" Sunday at 9:30 p.m. on
radio KLOK, 1170 kc.
A tape of the Phi Mu Alpha and
Mu Phi Epsilon music recital will
be presented on the ’Showcase
Special’ segment of the student Sixty newspaper and advertising produced program.
:iien and women are meeting today
,ir1 tomorrow at an SJS arlvermg seminar to discuss ways
promoting greater advertising!
volume, according to Charles
I.: Marshall, associate professor of
:idvertising and director of the 1
wn-day seminar.

MONDAY
Sophomore chum. meeting, CH-,
3:30 p.m.
PI Omega Pl. meeting. TH124.

for further information call

;J.^.

On Campus Tuesday
Dr. Sieltit
dance will be iintlY sportTnthe
e
d
Cal Vet repre- stated.
Chester Neal,
sored by }fillet chapters from SJS, sentatiye, will he in Adm263 Tees Stanford. San Francisco state col- day. Edith Graves, cashier, anlege,.San Jose city college.
A bus will depart for the dance munced.
Students whose eligibility on
The JL Arbiter label marks
it 7:30 p.m. from In front of the federal bill P.L. 550 will expire
a new attitude toward leiSpartan cafeteria. at a cost of 75 at the end of the spring semester
cents per person. These will be no and who are eligible for the state
sure wear for men and woadmission charge to the dance.
bill are requested to see Mr. Neal
men.
Further information can be ob- now if planning to continue their
tained by phoning Miller at CY- education. The cashier urged Cal
JL Arbiter introduces clothpress 4-8741.
Vets to bring a copy of DD214.

---

Limited editions for men and
women include: silk and
mohair coat dresses, hand
woven Siamese silk sheath
dresses, Mexican cotton sport
shirts; as well as accessories:
Jute and Siamese Silkbelts
in bright, bright colors; and
Indian hand -blocked cotton
kerchiefs.
Your inspection is invited at

LIMITED OFFER
6-DAY
Hawaiian $17900
Holiday
I
INCL ROUND TRIP AIR
TRANS., HOTEL. ETC.

Magnetism Topi? c
Of ITV Show
Magnetism and electricity will
be discussed and demonstrated
Sunday by Walter Gong, assistant
professor of physical science on
the "Explorations" television show
K NT V. The ITV - produced
tn
science series is seen at 11:30
a.m. on KINTV. channel 11.
J. Wendell Johnson, professor of
drama, will host Saturday’s student -produced "Perspective" television show. Directed by Chuck
Lagomarsino, the show will be
telecast at 11 a.m. Saturday on
channel 11.

CALL NOW
FR 8-6406
IAUNDER

WE

Owl,

Coeds may sign up in the Activities office, Adm242. until May
29, to be a big sister for incoming
freshman women, according to
Sonja Halvoisen. AWS big-little
;sister party chairman.

22c

An

131 E. WILLIAM
bet. 3rd & 4th

FCm

ROOSEVELT CLEANERS

A
SerVii

916 E. SANTA CLARA

xis

Put magic into your fingertips
and train them to create glamorous hair fashions as you prepare yourself for a career in beauty

,

IT II

SULLIVAN

BEAUTY COLLEGE
11(

115 West San Fernando M.

STRIKE

T.16

PRESENTS

DeR.TIRIVRIUM:
9"II.

sc.

,
1

551
-

Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
mg with this California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
Ily paying excessive
ars g
?omit/14ns for 11re dgree of risk
involted." says Georg M. Campbell, Spartan Represerrtativa for
Ii.. Eschange.
"We believe that a married man
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore. he is ’stifled to rates
for mature drivers."
For ..ample: A married men. age
22 ’iTh Bodily Injury Liability
510/20.000, Property Damage
55.000 and Medical S500 pays
year with most inabout 1151
s:wine*

carpen4s.

With

Isao,
I

?
, si
\**(;,,
Dear Dr. Frood: Shouldn’t we spend our
millions on education instead of a
race to the moon? Taxpayer

ftlb
Dear Dr. Frood: A fellow on our campus
keeps saying, "Bully,’: "Pip -pip."
"Ear, ’ear." "Sticky wicket." and
"Ripping!" What do these things
mean?

DEAR TAXPAYER: And let the
Communists get all that
cheese?

Dear Dr.
Frood: What

would you say
about a rich father
who makes his boy
exist on a measly
$150 a week allowance?

Puzzled
DEAR PUZZLED: It’s best
just to ignore these
beatniks.

Angered
DEAR ANGERED: I would
say. "There goes a man
I’d like to
call Dad."

Dear Dr. Frood: How can I keep from bawling like
a baby when they hand me my diploma’

Emotional
DEAR EMOTIONAL: Simply concentrate
on twirling your mortarboard tassel
in circles above your head,
and pretend you are
a helicopter.
Dear Dr. Frood: What’s the
best way to open a pack of Luckiest
Rip off the whole top. or tear along one
side of the blue sticker?

Freshman
DEAR FRESHMAN: Rip? Tear? Why, open a
pack of Luckies as you would like to be
opened yourself.

Cali.

Ceitalty he would pay
for4;41
about $90 less $16 dividend. or
net of ha (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus Is
about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that VIVI unmarried man and women with
good drIvirso records may same
over 20 per cent,
Cell or write for full information
to George H. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgent 9114) (der i
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FROOD REVEALS SECRET: After exhaustive study and research. Dr. Frood claims to
have discovered the reason why college students smoke more Luckies than any other
regular. His solution is that the word "Collegiates" contains precisely the same
number of letters as Lucky Strikea claim no other leading cigarette can, make’

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
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LUCKY

ing as a collector’s item. Cut
is timeless, fabric, whether
Larsen, designed or handspun
and hand woven abroad, is
very special.

BIG PROPERTY OWNER
NEW YORK UPI) -.The federal government’s world wide
holdings of real and personal property are currently worth $276 billion, representing about $4900 per
American family, according to the
Tax Foundation.

OR. FROOD’S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: Don’t let exam- up -et
After all, there arc %,or,c thing--di-teniper, hunger. in-atiablc

SATURDAY
Millet. awards dance, Palo Alto
YMCA. 8:30 p.m.
’ Junior-Senior Ralf. Hawaiian
Gardens, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.. $2.75
per bid.

at 7:30 p.m. & return 12:30 p.m.

Gore. sof.

A bill dealing with social scalarcordination for state employees, without a referendum,
will be heard in Sacramento MonA 11’nal Kral) Iliac’ awards day at 8 p.m. in the senate office
night dance will be held Saturday
at the Palo Alto YMCA. accord -Cal vet Official
ing to Larry Miller, Hillel
ftohre sCocaliiafclirnsiaecuSritta)te
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San Francisco State & City Colleges

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call 44 Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hell, or
Send in Handy Order Illarik
with Check or 14.4ohOY Order.
No Phone Orders

Heard
building, room 4040, Ur, Theodore
Sielaff. assistant to the dean of
mtheencto. Il%e,gitei...hcaceeon7nbotieluirinticisueeedisvpotninszir:
The hearing, conducted by the
sheilnlaltems.uTb

Spartaguide

Partivipating Chapters

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20. a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

The junta had made anti -communism one of its major policies
and it last no time in starting to
carry out its objective.
Revolutionary authorities ordered a campaign against leftist leaning Koreans throughout the
nation. There was no indication
how many were arrested.
Wednesday night, three editors
of a so-called progressive newspaper were picked up. Yesterday
six editors of a leftist -leaning paper which advocated the neutralization of Korea and contacts with
the Communist north were arrested.
SPIES ROFNBED UP
Also, nabbed was one of an undisclosed number of alleged spies.’
Authorities were reported preparing to speed up trials of at least
three other suspected Communist
agents already in custody.
Lt. Gen. Chang Chang Rook,
martial Jaw commander. decreed’
a surrender period for "spies" lasting from noon yesterday until ndon
Monday. The edict warned all per-,
sons collaborating with spies or;
working for the Communists to
surrender to military counter-in- I
telligence or police in any area.
It promised that spies or persons
harboring agents who surrender
during this period would be treated with leniency.
The expanded military junta included the chairman of the joint
chiefs of staff, chiefs of all the
armed services and the marine
corps commandant.
Gen. Chang Do Yung. army
Maj.
of staff. remained chairman. chief
Gen. Pak Chung Hui, deputy corngeneral of the Korean ’
m
Second Army, generally credited
with masterminding the coup, was
still listed as the No. 2 man.
The junta’s victory came in spite
of strong opposition from U.S. military and civil officials in Korea
it ho had sought to restore Premier Chang’s government in the
early stages of the evolt.
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